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• Welcome HOPE’s new Controller:  
We welcome Lisa May Davidson to the staff of HOPE.  Lisa will tell you about herself and her 
experience.  
 

• Status of Properties: 
Included is a handout of a list of HOPE’s properties including purchase price, current value, APR, 
etc.    
 

• Refinancing: 
Already CNB has agreed to lower the rates for their existing loans by 2%.  The CDFI loans will 
balloon in several years and they, as well as higher-rate loans are our priority for refinancing.  We 
will develop a refinancing plan.  One consideration would be to pull-out equity on homes with a 
lower monthly payment to purchase more licensed homes to secure more income/cash flow.  
 

• RFPs—Banking, Property Management, Auditor, Property Insurance: 
Though services with all of our business partners are going well at this time, we should consider 
issuing RFPs for major services to ensure we are getting the best service for the best price.  
 

• Property Reserves: 
HOPE has “caught” up with its reserve requirements.  The Board will need to determine both 
minimum and maximum amounts to keep in reserves for both replacement and operations and 
update our reserves policy.  
 

• FY 14-15 Budget Proposal: 
Included in your packet is a projected budget for this coming FY for discussion as well as basic 
tenets with guide the creation of the budget.  Decisions about the best use of the net will need to 
be had.  
 

• Investing:  
HOPE has already deposited 500k with the Long Beach Community Foundation (LBCF) to hold for 
our capital campaign purchases.  Additional cash reserves (replacement and operations) now need 
to be invested per our original plan unless modifications are needed.   

CALL IN: (605) 477-2100 
CODE: 181036 
 







SUMMARY STATS: HOPE PortfolioSUMMARY STATS: HOPE Portfolio

Total Purchased Price 26 255 892 00$Total Purchased Price 26,255,892.00$            

Total Estimated Value 30,602,000.00$Total Estimated Value 30,602,000.00$            

Value/Price 117%Value/Price 117%

Total Properties  56Total Properties  56

Number of Loans 52Number of Loans 52

Average Loan APR* 5.52%Average Loan APR 5.52%

Homes with no loans 4Homes with no loans 4

Homes w/No loans as collateral 2Homes w/No loans as collateral 2

Total Outstanding Loans 17 143 433 28$Total Outstanding Loans 17,143,433.28$            

Total Loan to Value 56%Total Loan to Value 56%

* h d*Not weightedg
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24 yes HOPE 13513 Fidler Ave Bellflower 90706 Sustainable 9/1/2010 SFR 3 100% 4/13/2000 $170,000
46 yes HOPE 11343 Pennsylvania South Gate 90280 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 2/24/2011 $300,000
38 yes HOPE 2326 Webster Ave Long Beach 90810 Sustainable 1/5/2011 SFR 3 100% 5/30/2010 $330,000
45 yes HOPE 2418 Glenwood Place, South Gate 90280 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 2/7/2011 $330,000
53 yes HOPE 16214 Napa Street North Hills 91343 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 8/24/2011 $395,000
44 yes HOPE 15952 Osborne St North Hills 91343 Sustainable 7/1/2011 SFR 4 100% 12/27/2010 $420,000
37 yes HOPE 2225 W. Cameron St Long Beach 90810 Sustainable 8/15/2010 SFR 3 100% 2/4/2010 $422,000
58 yes HOPE 1132 Rose Street Burbank 91505 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 3/16/2012 $425,000
36 yes HOPE 1563 W. 219th St Torrance 90501 Sustainable 11/1/2010 SFR 3 100% 12/19/2009 $425,000
34 yes HOPE 20832 Nectar Ave Lakewood 90715 Sustainable 8/1/2010 SFR 4 100% 7/6/2008 $425,000
55 yes HOPE 15255 Larkspur Street Sylmar 91342 Sustainable SFR 5 100% 9/23/2011 $439,000
49 yes HOPE 4645 West 129th Street Hawthorne 90250 Sustainable 9/1/2011 SFR 4 100% 4/14/2011 $440,000
78 NO HOPE 20942 Denker Ave Torrance 90501 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 6/21/2013 $479,000
59 yes HOPE 10426 Baird Ave Northridge 91326 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 3/16/2012 $500,000
52 yes HOPE 11419 176th Street Artesia 90701 Sustainable 5/31/2011 SFR 4 100% 5/31/2011 $500,000
57 yes HOPE 4735 Pepperwood Ave Long Beach 90808 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 3/9/2012 $510,000
60 yes HOPE 19514 Sheryl Ave Cerritos 90703 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 4/13/2012 $520,000
47 yes HOPE 9512 Donna Avenue Northridge 91324 Sustainable 10/1/2011 SFR 4 100% 4/29/2011 $530,000
65 NO HOPE 6927 Atherton Street Long Beach 90815 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 8/9/2012 $535,000
56 yes HOPE 1716 256th Street Lomita 90717 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 11/18/2011 $539,000
39 yes HOPE 3918 Studebaker Rd Long Beach 90808 Sustainable 12/1/2010 SFR 3 100% 4/15/2010 $549,888
41 yes HOPE 3723 McNab Long Beach 90810 Sustainable 1/5/2011 SFR 3 100% 5/7/2010 $550,000
54 yes HOPE 1306 E Cartagena Street Long Beach 90807 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 9/15/2011 $550,000
75 NO HOPE 3702 Faust Ave Long Beach 90808 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 6/12/2013 $560,000
35 yes HOPE 3836 Albury Ave Long Beach 90808 Sustainable 8/3/2010 SFR 3 100% 11/13/2009 $561,000
42 NO HOPE 17319 Napa Circle Cerritos 90703 Sustainable 5/1/2011 SFR 4 100% 10/26/2010 $563,000
63 NO HOPE 16643 Estella Ave Cerritos 90703 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 7/5/2012 $565,000
72 NO HOPE 1042 E Marcellus St Long Beach 90807 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 2/12/2013 $565,000
77 NO HOPE 4857 Hazelbrook Ave Long Beach 90808 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 7/8/2013 $565,000
43 NO HOPE 17234 Wilkie Avenue Torrance 90504 Sustainable 5/1/2011 SFR 4 100% 11/23/2010 $567,500
68 NO HOPE 5025 W 63rd St Los Angeles 90056 Sustainable duplex 4 100% 12/24/2012 $580,000
66 NO HOPE 2814 W Verdugo St Burbank 91505 Sustainable 8/27/2012 SFR 4 100% 9/27/2012 $585,000
61 NO HOPE 5909 S. Croft Ave Los Angeles 90056 Sustainable SFR 5 100% 5/10/2012 $590,000
62 NO HOPE 4155 Heather Long Beach 90808 Sustainable SFR 5 100% 6/14/2012 $595,000
50 yes HOPE 6011 S Le Doux Road Los Angeles 90056 Sustainable 5/31/2011 SFR 3 100% 5/31/2011 $599,000
71 NO HOPE 38369 Ocana Long Beach 90808 Sustainable SFR 3 100% 1/24/2013 $610,000
70 NO HOPE 3206 Verdugo Ave Burbank 91505 Sustainable SFR 4 100% 12/6/2012 $620,000
48 yes HOPE  5946-5950La Tijera Blvd Los Angeles 90056 Sustainable 12/1/2011 Triplex 3 100% 5/5/2011 $625,000
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hi Encumbranc CITY NATIONAL B000036615 $20,292 6.50% 5/1/30 158.83$    225.35$  72.67$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc CITY NATIONAL B0-00-0000 $269,395 6.75% 2,488.95$ 940.72$  190.33$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Clearinghouse CD#09-661d $259,529 7.50% 8/1/18 3,2,1 1,846.00$ 345.57$  73.92$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbrance
hi Encumbranc Bank of Guam *****399 $294,282 5.500% 8/22/26 Penalty-see footer 3,479.14$ 432.72$  101.83$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200000 $311,208 5.625% 5/1/41 none 1,813.00$ 468.39$  100.41$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Clearinghouse CD#99-661c $313,237 7.50% 8/1/18 3,2,1 2,237.00$ 429.02$  90.33$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Bank of Guam 507-55455 $340,000 6.00% 3/5/27 Penalty-see footer 2,058.00$ 407.70$  88.75$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Clearinghouse CD#99-661b $332,723 7.50% 8/1/18 3,2,1 2,378.11$ 484.14$  99.08$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Collateral Collateral for CNB LOC $0 "Bridge Financing" -$         341.94$  101.08$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200001 $326,796 5.25% 11/1/41 none 1,742.42$ 345.00$  105.17$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200000 $326,027 5.625% 5/1/41 none 1,899.67$ 488.59$  108.00$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-508465- $383,200 4.40% 360 NONE 1918.92 480.79$  41.59     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Bank of Guam *****453 $400,000 6.00% 3/1/27 Penalty-see footer 2,420.97$ 545.45$  108.00$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200001 $370,409 5.000% 6/1/41 none 2,013.00$ 518.90$  125.00$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Bank of Guam *****454 $408,000 6.00% 3/1/27 Penalty-see footer 2,469.39$ 503.54$  108.25$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Bank of Guam *****464 $416,000 6.00% 4/1/27 Penalty-see footer 3,017.81$ 497.80$  96.25$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200000 $392,371 5.250% 9/1/41 none 2,195.00$ 593.63$  125.00$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-488483- $428,000 4.05% 360 NONE 2,055.70$ 518.07$  92.00$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200003 $402,247 5.00% 12/1/41 none 2,139.32$ 598.03$  111.17$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Clearinghouse CD#99-661e $432,146 7.50% 8/1/18 3,2,1 3,078.03$ 442.32$  91.08$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Clearinghouse CD#99-661g $432,620 7.50% 8/1/18 3,2,1 3,074.00$ 457.30$  83.25$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200001 $409,426 4.875% 10/1/41 none 2,182.98$ 555.44$  111.50$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-508070- $448,000 4.10% 360 NONE 2164.73 486.23$  43.75     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Clearinghouse CD#99-661a $440,975 7.50% 8/1/18 3,2,1 3,132.14$ 568.66$  119.58$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 77-100177 $407,990 4.875% 11/1/40 none 2,206.00$ 548.11$  100.00$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-487642- $452,000 4.10% 360 NONE 2,184.06$ 531.23$  92.75$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-499014- $447,200 3.95% 360 NONE 2122.14 393.20$  42.92     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-508448- $448,000 4.40% 360 NONE 2243.41 534.18$  43.75     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 77-100178 $408,541 4.875% 12/1/40 none 2,206.00$ 641.64$  108.33$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-495362- $464,000 3.95% 360 NONE 2,201.86$ 623.48$  95.00     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-491383- $468,000 3.90% 360 NONE 2,207.41$ 547.76$  97.08     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-483539- $472,000 4.50% 360 NONE 2,624.00$ 646.89$  93.17$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-486172- $430,000 4.20% 360 NONE 2,317.46$ 580.99$  85.58$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200001 $411,894 5.000% 6/1/41 none 2,338.00$ 675.80$  88.00$   N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-498157- $460,000 3.90% 360 NONE 2,169.68$ 577.72$  95.00     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc First Republic 2-495616. $385,550 3.95% 360 NONE 2,230.33$ 578.83$  98.00     N/A N/A N/A N/A
hi Encumbranc Guild Mortgage 93-200000 $401,814 5.625% 6/1/40 none 2,338.00$ 757.68$  125.00$  N/A N/A N/A N/A
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16214 Napa Street 395,000.00$   $294,282 483,000.00$  92,117.56$    3,479.14$      $1,579.77 ($1,899.37) $92,117.56 $2,074.28 $494.51 ($1,404.86)

19514 Sheryl Ave 520,000.00$   $416,000 613,000.00$  74,400.00$    3,017.81$      $2,233.18 ($784.63) $74,400.00 $2,632.57 $399.40 ($385.24)

3836 Albury Ave 561,000.00$   $440,975 700,000.00$  119,024.62$  3,132.14$      $2,367.25 ($764.89) $119,024.62 $3,006.20 $638.95 ($125.94)

3918 Studebaker Rd  549,888.00$   $432,146 601,000.00$  48,654.47$    3,078.03$      $2,319.85 ($758.18) $48,654.47 $2,581.04 $261.19 ($496.99)

3723 McNab  550,000.00$   $432,620 598,000.00$  45,779.90$    3,074.00$      $2,322.40 ($751.60) $45,779.90 $2,568.15 $245.76 ($505.85)

2225 W. Cameron St 422,000.00$   $313,237 428,000.00$  29,163.09$    2,237.00$      $1,681.52 ($555.48) $29,163.09 $1,838.08 $156.55 ($398.92)

1563 W. 219th St 425,000.00$   $340,000 473,000.00$  38,400.00$    2,378.11$      $1,825.19 ($552.92) $38,400.00 $2,031.33 $206.14 ($346.78)

2326 Webster Ave  330,000.00$   $259,529 417,000.00$  74,071.43$    1,846.00$      $1,393.21 ($452.79) $74,071.43 $1,790.84 $397.63 ($55.16)

4735 Pepperwood Ave 510,000.00$   $408,000 668,000.00$  126,400.00$  2,469.39$      $2,190.23 ($279.16) $126,400.00 $2,868.77 $678.54 $399.38

10426 Baird Ave 500,000.00$   $400,000 599,000.00$  79,200.00$    2,420.97$      $2,147.29 ($273.68) $79,200.00 $2,572.45 $425.16 $151.48

1132 Rose Street 425,000.00$   $332,723 722,000.00$  244,877.07$  2,058.00$      $1,786.13 ($271.87) $244,877.07 $3,100.68 $1,314.55 $1,042.68

 5946‐5950La Tijera Blvd 625,000.00$   $401,814 759,000.00$  205,385.79$  2,338.00$      $2,157.03 ($180.97) $205,385.79 $3,259.58 $1,102.56 $921.58

3206 Verdugo Ave 620,000.00$   $385,550 758,000.00$  220,850.00$  2,230.33$      $2,069.72 ($160.61) $220,850.00 $3,255.29 $1,185.57 $1,024.96

4645 West 129th Street 440,000.00$   $326,027 600,000.00$  153,972.99$  1,899.67$      $1,750.18 ($149.49) $153,972.99 $2,576.74 $826.56 $677.07

15952 Osborne St  420,000.00$   $311,208 475,000.00$  68,792.39$    1,813.00$      $1,670.63 ($142.37) $68,792.39 $2,039.92 $369.29 $226.92

6011 S Le Doux Road  599,000.00$   $411,894 699,000.00$  147,305.51$  2,338.00$      $2,211.14 ($126.86) $147,305.51 $3,001.91 $790.77 $663.91

5909 S. Croft Ave 590,000.00$   $472,000 773,000.00$  146,400.00$  2,624.00$      $2,533.80 ($90.20) $146,400.00 $3,319.70 $785.91 $695.70

9512 Donna Avenue 530,000.00$   $392,371 682,000.00$  153,228.82$  2,195.00$      $2,106.33 ($88.67) $153,228.82 $2,928.90 $822.57 $733.90

13513 Fidler Ave 170,000.00$   $20,292 376,000.00$  280,507.62$  158.83$         $108.93 ($49.90) $280,507.62 $1,614.76 $1,505.83 $1,455.93

11419 176th Street  500,000.00$   $370,409 526,000.00$  50,391.24$    2,013.00$      $1,988.43 ($24.57) $50,391.24 $2,258.95 $270.51 $245.95

17319 Napa Circle 563,000.00$   $407,990 692,000.00$  145,609.87$  2,206.00$      $2,190.18 ($15.82) $145,609.87 $2,971.84 $781.67 $765.84

17234 Wilkie Avenue 567,500.00$   $408,541 606,000.00$  76,258.56$    2,206.00$      $2,193.14 ($12.86) $76,258.56 $2,602.51 $409.37 $396.51

4155 Heather 595,000.00$   $430,000 647,000.00$  87,600.00$    2,317.46$      $2,308.33 ($9.13) $87,600.00 $2,778.59 $470.26 $461.13

2418 Glenwood Place,  330,000.00$   424,000.00$  339,200.00$  $0.00 $0.00 $339,200.00 $1,820.90 $1,820.90 $1,820.90

20832 Nectar Ave  425,000.00$   $0 439,000.00$  351,200.00$  ‐$               $0.00 $0.00 $351,200.00 $1,885.32 $1,885.32 $1,885.32

15255 Larkspur Street 439,000.00$   $326,796 481,000.00$  58,003.86$    1,742.42$      $1,754.31 $11.89 $58,003.86 $2,065.69 $311.38 $323.27

1306 E Cartagena Street 550,000.00$   $409,426 567,000.00$  44,174.28$    2,182.98$      $2,197.89 $14.91 $44,174.28 $2,435.02 $237.14 $252.04

1716 256th Street 539,000.00$   $402,247 581,000.00$  62,553.36$    2,139.32$      $2,159.35 $20.03 $62,553.36 $2,495.15 $335.80 $355.83

20942 Denker Ave 479,000.00$   $383,200 532,000.00$  42,400.00$    1,918.92$      $2,057.10 $138.18 $42,400.00 $2,284.71 $227.61 $365.79

4857 Hazelbrook Ave 565,000.00$   $452,000 570,000.00$  4,000.00$       2,243.41$      $2,426.43 $183.02 $4,000.00 $2,447.91 $21.47 $204.50

16643 Estella Ave 565,000.00$   $447,200 698,000.00$  111,200.00$  2,184.06$      $2,400.67 $216.61 $111,200.00 $2,997.61 $596.95 $813.55

3702 Faust Ave 560,000.00$   $448,000 560,000.00$  ‐$                2,164.73$      $2,404.96 $240.23 $0.00 $2,404.96 $0.00 $240.23

6927 Atherton Street 535,000.00$   $428,000 668,000.00$  106,400.00$  2,055.70$      $2,297.60 $241.90 $106,400.00 $2,868.77 $571.18 $813.07

1042 E Marcellus St 565,000.00$   $448,000 565,000.00$  4,000.00$       2,122.14$      $2,404.96 $282.82 $4,000.00 $2,426.43 $21.47 $304.29

5025 W 63rd St 580,000.00$   $464,000 664,000.00$  67,200.00$    2,201.86$      $2,490.85 $288.99 $67,200.00 $2,851.60 $360.74 $649.74

38369 Ocana 610,000.00$   $460,000 656,000.00$  64,800.00$    2,169.68$      $2,469.38 $299.70 $64,800.00 $2,817.24 $347.86 $647.56

2814 W Verdugo St 585,000.00$   $468,000 784,000.00$  159,200.00$  2,207.41$      $2,512.33 $304.92 $159,200.00 $3,366.95 $854.62 $1,159.54

11343 Pennsylvania 300,000.00$   $269,395 346,000.00$  7,405.11$       $1,446.17 $1,446.17 $7,405.11 $1,485.92 $39.75 $1,485.92

19,034,388$   13,813,872$   22,430,000$   4,130,128$     78,863$          74,156$             (4,707)$             4,130,128$       96,327$               22,171$       17,465$                    



Current Mont Refi Savings Equity Equity Payment Savings

22,242$         15,722$            6,520$               521,611$         18,522$              3,720$       
rents 1,714$       

5,434$        

home 595,000$         
down % 21%

down $ 124,950$         
buys 5

hope % 8%

rent 4,500$              
hope $ 1,714$              
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Maintaining sufficient reserves to protect your not-for-profit organization  1

For not-for-profit organizations — indeed, for all organizations 
— maintaining adequate reserves is essential to establishing 
financial stability. These reserves provide a cushion to deal with 
operating deficits that may arise because of unexpected events, 
economic uncertainties or lean funding periods. A number of 
organizations that did not put aside sufficient funds in the past 
few years to withstand financial shortfalls — and deliver on their 
missions — no longer exist today. 

Maintaining insufficient reserves can put an organization 
at risk, but maintaining excessive reserves can also be 
problematic. A number of organizations have been criticized 
for retaining excessive reserves. So what level of reserves 
should not-for-profit organizations maintain within their  
net asset balances? This is an age-old question asked by many 
not-for-profit organizations and their various constituencies. 
This paper offers some practical guidance to organizations  
that wrestle with this issue. As we broaden our discussions,  
we seek comments from the not-for-profit community on  
this important topic.

Introduction
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2  Maintaining sufficient reserves to protect your not-for-profit organization

Defining net asset categories

Not-for-profit organizations maintain net asset balances  
(assets minus liabilities) based on donor intent or the lack 
thereof. Net assets typically fall into one of three categories: 
unrestricted, temporarily restricted or permanently  
restricted funds. 
•	 Unrestricted	net	assets	are	available	for	the	general	 

operations of an organization and have not been  
restricted by outside donors. 

•	 Temporarily	restricted	net	assets	are	restricted	by	 
donors for certain purposes and/or for future time  
periods. Once these restrictions have been met, the  
funds are released as unrestricted net assets. 

•	 Permanently	restricted	net	assets	are	to	be	maintained	 
in perpetuity; their income may be used for general 
operations or specific activities based on donor intent. 

Since temporarily and permanently restricted funds can  
only be spent based on donors’ instructions, management  
and the board typically do not have discretion to spend these 
donor-restricted monies for purposes other than those the  
donors intended.

Boards have more flexibility when it comes to unrestricted 
funds as opposed to restricted assets such as endowment funds. 
Boards can establish and designate several subcategories within 
unrestricted net assets. For example, boards can designate their 
organization’s unrestricted net assets into funds for certain 
program activities or future time periods. Board-designated 
funds can also include quasi-endowment funds. Quasi-
endowment funds, or funds functioning as endowments, are 
earmarked by the board — rather than by donors or regulators 
— to act like permanently restricted funds from which income  
is available for general operations or certain specific purposes.  
The board can decide to spend the principal of such funds at  
any time.

Board-designated funds can also include debt reserve/sinking 
funds, which are often established to accumulate funds for future 
debt	payments,	and	plant	funds.	Plant	funds	typically	include	
the net book value of property, plant and equipment and related 
assets,	less	debt	and	other	related	liabilities.	Plant	funds	may	
also include an accumulation of funded depreciation or other 
amounts	for	future	fixed-asset	replacements.	Unlike	donor-
restricted funds, board-designated net assets can be undesignated 
by the board at any time.
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Key questions

Should temporarily and permanently restricted net  
assets be included when determining reserve levels?
Many not-for-profit leaders ask whether temporarily and 
permanently restricted net assets should be included in 
determining an organization’s reserves. Operating reserves 
— funds that are available to support an organization’s day-
to-day operations — are the appropriate measure to consider. 
Temporarily restricted net assets that result in additional 
expenditures beyond normal day-to-day operations — for 
example, temporarily restricted contributions received to fund 
nonrecurring activities — should not be considered part of 
these operating reserves. However, if temporarily restricted net 
assets fund expenditures that would normally be supported by 
unrestricted funds, such temporarily restricted net assets should 
be considered in determining the operating reserves. 

Temporarily restricted pledges should be discounted to  
their present value in computing the amount of operating 
reserves. For example, pledges receivable that are reflected 
as temporarily restricted net assets simply because of a time 
restriction (e.g., pledges to be paid over multiple years) but  
can be spent for any purpose once received should be  
considered part of the operating reserves.

Permanently	restricted	funds	should	not	be	considered	part	
of the operating reserves, since the corpus of these funds must 
remain intact in perpetuity. However, unspent income generated 
from permanently restricted net assets which are available for the 
general operations of an organization should be considered part 
of the operating reserves. 

Are quasi-endowment funds a good idea? 
The boards of many midsize and large not-for-profit 
organizations have designated certain unrestricted net assets  
as quasi-endowment funds. Many not-for-profit organizations, 
in fact, have been criticized for maintaining high levels of such 
designated funds. Often, the income generated from these quasi-
endowment funds is desperately needed by those organizations 
to subsidize their programs. If these organizations were forced to 
liquidate and spend these funds, it could have a significant impact 
on their ability to sustain the same level of quality programs 
and services. Without these board-designated funds, these 
organizations would no longer exist or would have to restrict 
their programmatic activities severely, especially during difficult 
economic times.
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Is there an average percentage that constitutes  
a reasonable reserve?
Over the years, not-for-profit organizations have used a variety 
of measurements to evaluate the level of reserves that should be 
maintained. Some organizations believe that they must maintain 
the equivalent of at least six months of operating expenses in 
reserves. Other organizations feel that reserves should equal  
one to two years of operating expenses. 

Applying a general percentage (e.g., one year of operating 
expenses) as a yardstick to all not-for-profit organizations would 
be a mistake. Not-for-profits should assess the reasonableness 
of their reserves based on factors pertinent to their individual 
situations and the subsectors in which they operate. For 
example, higher education institutions often rely on significant 
net asset balances to provide student scholarships, whereas 
membership organizations may be pressured by their members 
to maintain a low dues structure and not accumulate significant 
net asset balances. In addition, some organizations have extensive 
physical plants, are self-insured, have complex corporate or debt 
structures, or manage a large labor force. These factors have  
an impact on the size of the reserves these organizations  
should accumulate. 

What factors should be considered when determining 
reserve levels?
While some watchdog agencies have developed their own 
standards for determining appropriate reserve amounts — and 
many of these standards are very good — there has not been 
a national standard established that takes into account the full 
range of factors that can affect reserves. These factors include, 
but are not limited to, the following:
•	 Mission	and	long-term	plans	or	strategies	
•	 Type	of	organization	—	e.g.,	higher	education,	religious,	

social services, museum, cultural, association, foundation  
or other

•	 Corporate	structure	—	e.g.,	sole	entity,	parent/subsidiary	 
entities, brother/sister entities, loosely affiliated groups, etc.

•	 Investment	in	the	physical	plant	—	e.g.,	the	facilities	owned	 
and/or leased

•	 Complexities	of	the	debt	structure
•	 Current	and	future	commitments
•	 Funding	sources,	including	fundraising	activities
•	 Types	of	programs	provided
•	 Self-insurance
•	 Workforce	compensation	and	benefits	issues

(For more details on these considerations and how they  
affect	reserves,	see	“Calculating	what’s	right	for	your	
organization” on page 8.) 

A “prudent-person” measurement should be considered 
in assessing the appropriateness of reserves: Would a prudent 
person, exercising due care and proper stewardship over the 
organization’s resources, set aside such a level of reserves? The 
organization should also use an independent and competent 
board of directors or advisory committee as a safe harbor in 
determining whether the prudent-person rule has been followed.
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What constitutes excessive reserves?
Over the past several years, many religious organizations have 
been criticized for maintaining large net asset balances. While 
at times the criticism has been justified, often it has not taken 
into account the needs and circumstances of these organizations. 
Simply applying a measure such as one year of operating 
expenditures as a yardstick for determining operating reserves 
lacks understanding of the complexities these organizations face. 
For example, many religious and higher education institutions 
are heavily invested in aged facilities, which are reflected at little 
or no book value on the institution’s statement of financial 
position. In these cases, the accumulation of reserves in a board-
designated plant fund to cover future replacement costs, pay for 
extensive repairs and renovations, or fund depreciation is a wise 
business decision to ensure that operations continue effectively 
and without interruption. 

In addition, many sophisticated not-for-profit organizations 
partially or fully insure for certain risks, such as casualty losses 
or workers’ compensation claims. This may require setting 
aside additional reserves depending on the nature of the self-
insured risks. Organizations may also set aside funds in a board-
designated sinking fund in order to pay off debt. All of these 
types of board-designated funds are prudent set-asides that 
should not be viewed as part of operating reserves. Establishing 
reasonable reserves which can be supported by management 
is an appropriate and necessary business decision. However, 
board-designated net assets should not be used to hide excess 
reserves. For example, designating unrestricted net assets “for 
future programs” without having a specific plan for those funds 
could be considered by some to be an attempt to hide excess 
reserves. Such excess reserves should be included as part of the 
unrestricted undesignated net assets.

Is a surplus problematic?
Many of the factors used by analysts in evaluating public 
companies should be considered in evaluating not-for-profit 
organizations as well. Among them is the reality that surpluses 
should and must be generated in order to support current 
program activities and plan adequately for the future. A solid 
foundation and adequate reserves are necessary to ensure the 
long-term viability of the organization. While public companies 
are rewarded by rising stock prices and earnings per share when 
their companies are well-managed, not-for-profit organizations 
with strong balance sheets are often criticized. 

There are two myths that influence the thinking of many 
individuals. The first myth is that not-for-profit organizations 
should not generate a surplus, that somehow this is a bad  
thing. On the contrary, surpluses are needed to sustain the  
long-term viability of an organization and fund its future 
programs. Well-managed not-for-profit organizations should  
be generating surpluses. 

The second myth is that not-for-profit organizations should 
not accumulate significant assets and net assets. We all know that 
not-for-profit organizations are mission-driven and not profit-
driven. However, to sustain their missions and execute their 
programmatic activities effectively, organizations must also: 
•	 ensure	that	adequate	financial	resources	are	raised	and	

sustained in order for organizations to fund their programs,
•	 closely	monitor	operating	and	capital	budgets	and	take	steps	

to ensure that organizations operate within those budgets,
•	 ensure	adequate	liquidity	to	avoid	a	cash	crunch	and	

disruption in operations, and
•	 maintain	strong	internal	control	systems.
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Boards and management teams should apply the same principle 
when investing a not-for-profit organization’s operating reserves 
that they apply to their personal retirement accounts: The 
shorter the period until retirement, the more conservative the 
investments. Accordingly, to the extent that a portion of the 
operating reserves will be needed in the short term, that portion 
should be invested in more conservative investments. Reserves 
that are expected to be invested over the long term can be 
invested in a more diversified portfolio.

Many not-for-profit organizations have not established a 
formal reserves policy. They should. This policy should 
clearly articulate and link to the mission and activities of the 
organization. It should also be discussed with and approved by 
the governing board. In addition, management should consider 
establishing a comprehensive reserves plan linked to the strategic 
plan and annual operating and capital budgeting processes. The 
plan should be monitored by the organization’s finance or audit 
committee on an ongoing basis and discussed periodically  
with the full board. 

Once the reserves plan is finalized, it should be publicized  
to both internal and external constituencies. This plan can  
help development personnel and board members more  
clearly articulate why their organizations are “not rich”  
and why specific funds have been placed in reserves or  
other set-aside funds.
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Conclusion

The importance of maintaining adequate reserves cannot be 
overstated. With so many constituencies relying on the work  
of not-for-profit organizations, it would be fiscally irresponsible 
not to accumulate and maintain an adequate level of reserves. 
The recent protracted recession further demonstrates the 
importance of maintaining sufficient reserves to survive and 
sustain operations through turbulent times. 

But many not-for-profit organizations have never asked 
themselves, “What level of reserves is adequate?” Boards and 
management that have not already done so need to assess what 
levels of reserves their organizations require given their missions 
and plans, facilities, structures, funding sources, and a number 
of other considerations. By looking carefully at their needs and 
establishing a business case for reserves that may be larger than 
typical, organizations can avoid accumulating unduly excessive 
reserves, which may damage the organization’s reputation. The 
ultimate objective of maintaining appropriate reserves, of course, 
is to ensure the long-term viability of the organization and the 
sustainability of the programs it provides. 

Where we go from here
Our plan is to build upon this initial document based on the collective  
wisdom and experience of not-for-profit board members and senior 
executives throughout the country. The next phase of our effort will be 
to develop a template to assist not-for-profit organizations in formally 
documenting both their reserve policies and their reserve plans. We will  
then work with the not-for-profit community to create a flexible tool that 
organizations can use in determining their necessary level of reserves. 

Once the tool is finalized, we will be able to develop benchmarks  
regarding how not-for-profit organizations in different subsectors with  
different characteristics measure their reserve levels compared with peer 
and aspirant organizations. We hope that our work in this area will be a major 
contribution to the not-for-profit sector as organizations plan for the future.
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Appendix: Calculating	what’s	 
right for your organization

Mission
In determining the adequacy of reserves, one must first consider 
the mission of the organization as well as its long-term plans 
and strategies. The mission and long-term plans and strategies 
should serve as the foundation in assessing whether reserves are 
adequate but not excessive. 

Long-term plans
Organizations with plans that include the acquisition or 
maintenance of a significant number of facilities typically  
require higher levels of reserves. If the plan is to save up over  
a period of time to acquire a building, such an accumulation  
of funds would typically be considered normal and reasonable. 
If the plan is to erect a Taj Mahal-type facility, this may not 
be prudent and could be considered excessive. If the plan 
is to acquire a facility to operate programs effectively, the 
accumulation of funds for such a purpose would typically 
be considered prudent and reasonable. Another question to 
consider is how donors would react to what you are doing.  
This is a good yardstick in assessing the appropriateness of  
the accumulation of reserves. 

Type of organization
In assessing the adequacy of reserves, consider the type of 
organization.	Certain	types	of	entities,	by	their	very	nature,	
require higher levels of reserves than others. In general, the  
more complex the organization, the higher the level of reserves. 
For example, multinational not-for-profit organizations often 
require higher levels of reserves than similar organizations that 
are located in only one country. 

Corporate structure
Corporate	structure	also	affects	the	level	of	reserves.	Typically,	
the more complex the corporate structure, the higher the level of 
reserves	that	are	needed.	“Parent”	entities	that	have	a	number	of	
subsidiaries or affiliates often hold reserves for their “children” 
at the parent level. The parent uses these reserves to provide 
operating, capital and special purpose (often nonrecurring) 
subsidies to these subsidiaries and affiliates. In assessing reserves 
in this case, one needs to evaluate the reserve amounts that 
are needed for the entire group of affiliated entities, not just 
the parent entity. Loosely affiliated groups of organizations 
sometimes support each other’s needs. This may also affect  
the level of reserves.

Investment in physical plant
Many not-for-profit organizations have large investments in 
physical plants and/or extensive leased facilities. The need to 
replace, renovate or repair such facilities places a significant 
burden on these organizations and requires the maintenance 
of significant reserves. The establishment of reserves to replace 
or renovate aging facilities is proper and prudent. One cannot 
just hope that there will be funds available many years into the 
future; rather, it is important to plan for and accumulate such 
funds now for when they are needed.
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Complexities of the debt structure
Organizations often have complex debt structures. Many 
organizations have public debt outstanding as well as lines 
of credit, mortgages and other types of debt. The amount of 
debt that organizations carry has significantly increased over 
the past 20 years. As a result, higher percentages of operating 
budgets are being spent to make principal and interest payments 
on outstanding debt, which takes away from a not-for-profit 
organization’s ability to fund other program expenditures.  
The establishment of reserves to fund future principal and/or  
interest payments is a prudent way to manage. The recent 
illiquidity in the marketplace — and the impact of that illiquidity 
on not-for-profit organizations in the auction-rate securities 
market and other markets — further demonstrates the need to 
maintain adequate reserves and permit flexibility in working 
through such problems. 

Current and future commitments
Current	and	future	commitments	may	affect	reserves	as	
well. The need to fund commitments — be they contractual 
obligations, banking requirements or other commitments — 
may necessitate additional reserves. Banks often require that 
certain funds be set aside to secure debt, maintain loan  
covenants or support loan guarantees.

Funding sources, including fundraising activities
The type of funding an organization receives also has an impact 
on the level of reserves that are necessary. Organizations that 
have stable revenue streams typically require less in reserves 
than those whose revenue streams are subject to significant 
fluctuation. Organizations that operate in a competitive 
environment with other not-for-profit organizations — and 
possibly with commercial companies — typically require higher 
levels of reserves. Not-for-profit organizations that are reliant on 
only one source of funding, such as fundraising or government 
contracts, may require additional reserves to protect against a 
drastic reduction in such funding. 

Types of programs provided
The types of programs provided may also affect the level 
of reserves. Multiple-location operations may require more 
extensive	reserves	than	single-site	programs.	Programs	
that require significant up-front investment or require the 
organization to match government funding or foundation grants 
may also require higher levels of reserves to sustain programs.

Self-insurance
Certain	sophisticated	organizations	self-insure	for	medical,	
casualty and workers’ compensation claims. Such organizations 
require the establishment of liabilities to cover known claims as 
well as “incurred but not reported claims.” In addition, it is often 
prudent for such organizations to set aside additional reserves 
in order to manage any significant deterioration in claims 
experience or increases in reinsurance premiums.

Workforce compensation and benefits issues
The size and complexity of an organization’s workforce may 
also have an impact on the level of reserves that are required. 
Organizations that are considering workforce reductions or  
retraining/redeployment actions may need to maintain specific  
reserves to subsidize such efforts, especially in difficult times. 
These organizations may also want to consider maintaining  
additional reserves to cover unfunded pension and 
postretirement liabilities.
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For more information

This paper is meant to encourage not-for-profit board members, 
management and other individuals to consider the matters I 
have raised. I would appreciate any and all comments on this 
document and any suggestions you might have on developing 
appropriate yardsticks for determining the adequacy of reserves. 
We will incorporate many of the suggestions received in 
response	to	this	document	in	our	future	publications.	Please	feel	
free to send your comments and recommendations directly to 
me at Frank.Kurre@gt.com

Frank L. Kurre
National Managing Partner
Not-for-Profit Practice
T 212.542.9530
E Frank.Kurre@gt.com
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Operational Budget Considerations for HOPE 

FY 2014 – 2015 

1. In order to continue to further our mission, and remain sustainable, HOPE must operate 
like a business: maximizing profits and minimizing expenses.  

2. Budget and plan so that property portfolio earnings and investments generate the income 
necessary to cover Operations Expenses. 

3. The budget should be long-term in its scope and promote the sustainability of the 
organization.  

4. The budget should promote the independent, but fiscally sound, decision making 
capabilities of HOPE staff: each area/department of HOPE should have a budget within 
which staff should work and base their decisions for expenditures.  

5. Decisions should promote the safety, health, quality of life and well being of our residents. 
(e.g. if orange oil is a more expensive pest control option, but is less toxic, then it may be 
the best choice) 

6. Decisions should promote the self-reliance and independence of our residents; HOPE will 
operate not unlike a typical landlord.  (e.g. HOPE will not pay to change an interior light 
bulb or fix wall damage that is the fault of the provider)  

7. Providing the best customer service shall be an underlying ethos when working with 
residents, providers and support staff.  HOPE staff should minimize the burden on care 
providers by letting them focus on providing services rather than home maintenance.   

8. HOPE should support collaboration and partnership, green initiatives, and new sustainable 
technology. (e.g. internships, solar panels, etc.) 

9. Buy new properties for the affordables program via Public or Private Housing initiatives.  
Utilize the Board pproved 2:1 matching ratio use of Capital Campaign dollars.  

10. Consider leveraging equity in order to purchase more licensed homes in order to promote 
the long term sustainability of HOPE.  

11. Develop Housing models which promote maximum return and receipt of market rents: 
with rental subsidies, POS from Regional Centers, or other means.  

12. Loss of income (vacancies due to construction or move-outs) shall be budgeted for with 
maximums losses set and contingencies in place as needed to minimize fiscal impact.   

13. Any job performed by providers and contractors should be examined for competitive 
pricing and should reflect the fair-market-value of like items or services; 3 bids may be 
necessary.  Audits shall be performed periodically.  

14. Adopt business models for housing development which provide the maximum number of 
units for the cost while encouraging partnership and sustainability.   

15. Any net shall be used for reserves, development, or staffing or a combination thereof.  



FY 13-14

TOTAL TOTAL OPERATING

TEMP 
RESTRICTED 

for RENO.

INCOME
Rents 2,349,147$        2,685,384$     2,685,384$     -$                 
Grants 70,000$              345,000$         125,000$         220,000$         
Events 183,693$            202,500$         202,500$         -$                 
Cash from Reserves 45,803$              50,000$           -$                 50,000$           
Donations 4,560$                7,120$             2,620$             4,500$             
Investments 3,850$                24,000$           24,000$           -$                 
Government 328,866$            -$                 -$                 -$                 

2,985,918$        3,314,004$     3,039,504$     274,500$         

EXPENSE
Properties and Maintenance 1,788,326$        2,109,093$     1,814,593$     294,500$         
Staff and Benefits 449,600$            500,827$         500,827$         -$                 
Contracted Support 170,000$            239,564$         239,564$         -$                 
Fundraising 84,970$              101,000$         101,000$         -$                 
Office Expenses 35,075$              31,059$           31,059$           -$                 
Business Expenses 17,560$              20,108$           20,108$           -$                 

2,545,531$        3,001,651$     2,707,151$     294,500$         

NET 440,387$           312,353$         332,353$         (20,000)$          

I II III
 Save the Cash 

Cows 
 Rainy Day 

 Income 
Streams 

USES FOR NET 440,387$           312,352.84$   312,352.84$   312,352.84$   
Reserve Set Aside

Licensed 145,156$            290,312$         175,000$         22,918$           
Affordables 20,805$              3,291$             75,000$           22,918$           
Operations 212,128$            -$                 62,353$           22,918$           

Development 47,799$              -$                 -$                 243,600$         
Staff 14,500$              18,750$           18,750$           18,750$           

FY 14-15
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HOPE 

Investment Statement 
 
Purpose: 

 

The purpose of this statement is to: 
1) Outline the purpose and objectives for investing HOPE’s Assets.   
2) Establish a method for investing HOPE’s assets. 
3) Establish decision making and reporting guidelines for HOPE’s investments. 
 

Background and Overview: 

 

HOPE  is  in need of unrestricted funds to supplement the costs of operations, renovations and 
acquisition of properties.  In 2013 the HOPE Board of Directors has initiated a Capital Campaign 
for  the acquisition of properties  to expand  its affordable  rental housing program.   The Board 
has determined that earnings from investments can become a revenue source for these needs.   
 
HOPE has approximately $880k from sale proceeds from properties sold over the past several 
years.    HOPE  also  collects  funds  from  CPP  contracts  which  often  are  pre‐paid  as  deferred 
revenue.   HOPE has a monthly surplus after rents are collected and also has reserve accounts 
for both operations and capital improvements/repairs.  These monies will be the pool of funds 
for investment purposes.  Therefore, HOPE has essentially two pools of funds/portfolios:  
 

1) A Restricted Account  comprised of  sale proceeds earmarked  for  the  capital  campaign 
with assets of approximately $880,000; this will be the mid‐ to long‐term fund/portfolio 
 

2) An Unrestricted Account comprised of deferred revenue from CPP contracts, net income 
from  the  collection  of  rents,  and  reserve  for  operations  and  capital 
improvements/repairs  funds with  total  assets of  approximately $600,000;  this will be 
the short‐term fund/portfolio 

 
HOPE has planned to enter into a relationship with the Long Beach Community Foundation who 
will be primarily responsible for holding and investing HOPE’s mid‐ to long‐term fund/portfolio.  
Therefore, in general, any investment strategies will necessarily need to reflect the LBCF’s own 
investment policy, which is included as Exhibit A to this Statement.  
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Statement of Objectives: 

 

General: 

The  investment  objectives  of  HOPE  have  been  established  in  conjunction with  a  review  of 
current and projected financial requirements and cash‐flow needs.  The objectives are: 

 Maximize returns with reasonable and prudent levels of risk 
 Maintain  an  appropriate  asset  allocation  based  on  a  total  return  policy  that  is 

compatible with a  flexible  spending policy, while  still having  the potential  to produce 
positive real returns 

 Provide a  source of  funding  for HOPE’s operations, needed property  renovations, and 
planned purchases 

 

Time Horizon: 

The guidelines for investing are based upon the short‐term needs of the organization as well as 
the  purchase  of  properties  as  part  of  the  capital  campaign.  The  short‐term  liquidity 
requirements  are  anticipated  to be met with  the Unrestricted Portfolio while  the Restricted 
Account will be drawn‐down, tentatively, at the end of years one, three, and five.   
 

Risk Tolerances: 

The HOPE Board of Directors recognizes and acknowledges some risk must be assumed in order 
to achieve  the  longer  term  investment objectives of  the Restricted Account. For  those  longer 
term investments interim fluctuations should be viewed with appropriate perspective.   
 

Performance Expectations: 

In general, the Board of Directors would like the Restricted Account to earn at least a targeted 
return of an average of more than 5% which would lend to investment vehicles of a mixed pool 
which include money market, fixed income, and equity.  The Unrestricted Account should earn 
more than 0.75% which would lend to investment vehicles such as bonds and interest‐bearing 
accounts which provide the needed liquidity.  
 

Asset Class Guidelines: 

The most  current  investment  strategy  shall  be  included  as  a  supplement  to  this  report  and 
included as Exhibit B. Please see Exhibit B for the most current strategy.   
 
Decision Making, Changes and Reporting to the Board: 

The  initial  decision making  in  terms  of  allocation  of  assets  and  fund  strategies will  be  the 
responsibility of the HOPE Board Finance Committee.   The Finance Committee may, of course, 
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seek support/advice from other Board Members or financial planners.  Ultimately, though, any 
decisions will need to be recommended to the full HOPE Board or HOPE Executive Committee 
for approval and action.  The Board will approve the Assett Allocation (Exhibit B) by resolution; 
the resolution shall be included as Exhibit C.   
 
Any draws upon the funds, in an amount over $25,000 in any one quarter, shall be approved by 
the Board, with the Executive Committee providing approval as needed  in absence of the  full 
Board.  
 
Each quarter, corresponding with regularly scheduled full Board meetings, the HOPE staff shall 
prepare a report on earnings to the Finance Committee. The report should include information 
including initial investment amounts, fund performance, and any requests for changes including 
opening or closing accounts, or draws on the funds in amounts over $25,000 in the quarter. The 
Finance Committee will  review  the  report and make  recommendations and provide approval 
accordingly.   
 

Statement Review: 

This statement shall be reviewed no less than annually and revised accordingly by the Finance 
Committee with final approval by the Board or Executive Committee.  
 
 
 
This Statement was approved and accepted by the HOPE Board of Directors effective: DATE 
 
Signed: __________________________________________ 
 
 
Signed: __________________________________________   
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HOPE 

Investment Statement 

EXHIBIT A 
 

Investment Policy Statement  
from the Long Beach Community Foundation (Attached) 
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HOPE 

Investment Statement 

EXHIBIT B 
 

 

CURRENT ASSET ALLOCATION 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/14/13 

 

Restricted Account: 

 

Source(s): 

  Proceeds from prior condo sales 
Purpose(s):  
  Purchases for the Capital Campaign 
Total Current Assets: 

  $880,000 
Investment Strategy1: 

  LBCF Short Term Mix (yield TBD) $165,000 
  LBCF Moderate Mix (3 year: 7.99%): $500,000 
  LBCF Long Term Mix(1) (5 year: 5.13%): $215,000 

 

Unrestricted Account: 

 

Source(s): 

  CPP Deferred revenue, net from operations, operations reserve,   renovation  & 
  replacement reserve 
Purpose(s): 

  HOPE operations or renovations as needed 
Total Current Assets: 

  $600,000 
Investment Strategy2: 

  Online bank account with yield of at least 0.75%: $400,000 
  Bond Fund CSJ (annual yield: 3.88%; 2 year: 1.65%): $100,000 
  Bond Fund CULAX (annual yield: 0.89%; 2 year: 1.04%): $100,000 

                                                            
1 Info from the LBCF Investment Performance Summary, August 2013 
2 Info from Yahoo Finance 
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